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Lattices of Subalgebras of Real Lie Algebras 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper by a Lie algebra we always mean a finite-dimensional Lit 
algebra over the field R of real numbers. Let L be a Lie algebra, and let S 
and Y bc subalgebras of L. -Y u k- denotes the subalgebra of L generated 11) 
S and I*, and S n I7 denotes the intersection of iY and I;. Then the set 
Z(L) composed of all subalgebras of L forms a lattice’. Let G be a Lie group 
with L as its Lie algebra. Then the lattice composed of all connected Lie 
subgroups of G can be naturally identified with the lattice Z(L). Let us call 
2(L) the lattice of the Lie algebra L. 
Now let us raise the following question: “A-e two Lie algebras isomorphic~ 
;f their lattices are isomorphic ?” The answer to this question is trivially X0. 
Let L, be the Lie algebra of the translation group of a plane, let L, be the Lie 
algebra of the group of affine motions of a straight line, and let L, = O(3) be 
the Lie algebra of the rotation group of the three-dimensional euclidean 
space. All proper subalgabras of thcsc Lie algebras are one-dimensional. 
Hence 2(L,), P’(L,), and Y(L,) arc all isomorphic to each other. On the 
other hand, L, is abelian, L, is sovable but is not abclian, and L, is simple. 
However, along the line of the question, the following thcorcms will be 
proved in this paper. 
A. Let L be a Lie algebra, and let K be the radical (- the marimal 
solwublc ideal) of L. Let IV be a Lie algebra, and let us suppose there exists a11 
isomorphism v from Z(L) olzto 2(M). TJ Ten v(R) is the radical of M (with the 
on& exceptional cases given above). 
B. If two semi-simple Lip a&e/was haae isomorphic lattices, then they 
are isomorphic to each other. 
1 Research partially supported by 1\JSF GP 4503. 
z In this paper by a lattxe we mean a lattice in the sense of Birkhoff [2]. 
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Similar theorems concerning the lattices of complex suhalgcbras of com- 
pie:< Lie algebras have been obtained in Barnes [I]. 
2. NOTATIONS, '~R~~OLOCIES AKD TABLES 
1) Let L be a Lie algebra. The derived algebra [I,, L] wili be denoted by L’. 
2) Let a be an element of a Lie algehral; ad o denotes the inner derivation 
defined by (ad a) x =: [a, .x] for s in I,. 
3) A one-dimensional Lie algebra will sometimes be denoted by 7’. 
4) L, (t> L, @ ... @L,,. denotes the direct sum of ideals (J1 , L, ,..., I,, . 
5) Let I, be a semi-simple Lie algebra. By a theorem of H. U’eyl connected 
Lie groups with the Lie algebra L are either all compact or all non-compact. 
\Vc shall call I, compact or non-compact corresponding to the cases. 
6) A Lie algebra I, is said to be con7pact if it is a direct sum of a compact 
semi-simple idea1 and the center. L is compact if and only if there exists a 
compact Lie group whose Lie algebra is L. A compact solvable Lie algebra is 
abclian by the definition, and anv subalgebra of a compact Lie algebra is 
compact. 
7) Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over the field 13 of complex 
numbers. Then L is a vector space over R, and L can be regarded as a Lie 
algebra (over R). In this case the Lie algebra Z, is called complex. As the 
dimension of L we take the dimension of I. over W. 
8) A Lie algebra L of dimension n -+ 1, n > 1, is said to be almost aheliun 
if tberc exists a basis e,, , “I ,..., e, such that 
[e, %I = r, and [et , ei] = 0, z’*j = 1, 2 ,..., 12 
9) IVhen L = L, 3 L, 3 a** 3 L, 3 I,,+, = (01, where Lj f 1,,+1 
i = 1, 2 ,..., k, is a longest chain in Y(L), k . 1s called the degree ofL, and we use 
the notation deg L = k. Let dim 1, denote the (vector space) dimension of I,. 
Then in general we have dim L >-: deg L, and if, in particular, L is solvable, 
then xe have dim L --: deg L. 
The set of all mutually isomorphic classes of simple Lie algebras is divided 
into three disjoint groups: compact simple Lie algebras, complex simple Lie 
algebras, and non-compact real forms of complex simple Lie algebras. 
Following essentially the notations in Helgason [5], we shall give the complete 
classification of all simple Lie algebras in the following two tables. Table I 
below gives the classification of the former two groups, and table II does the 
one of the last group. 
(q ~‘~ I)(y 3) 
4 
‘/ == odd 
~ (71 - I)(?2 3) 
4 
(il odd). 
The follo\s,ing are overlappings in ‘L’ablc Ii. 
.-M(2) AZZZ(l, 1) -=z BDZ(2, 1) c-Z(l), BDZ(3, 2) (‘Z(2), zmI(4, 1) 
CZI( I ) I), -G(4) LlDT(3, 3): AZZ(2) ~~~ ED~(5, I), :fZZI(L 2) BDZ(4, 2). 
AZZZ(3, I ) DZZI(3), l~DI(6, 2) DIIZ(4). 
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I,ct L bc a Lie algebra. ‘I’ilcn there c\ists a subalgcbra A of 1, such that 
(ad ii /C CI Kl generates a masimal compact subgroup of the adjoint group of 
L. The algebra K is a rmsirna! compactI!- imbcdded subalgcbra in Ficlgssotr 
[.5], but in this paper, for the sake of simplicity, let us call K a m7,~imd 
compact subulgehra ofL. 11-e note that a maximal 011e in the set of all compact 
subalgebras of 1, is not necrssarily maximal compact. Let K, arid k:, be 
maximal compact suhalgcbras ofL. Then 11.e can find an inner a~rtolnorphism 
u of I, such that OK, I~-, IA h- be a masimal compact subalgebra of L. 
The derived algebra K’ is compact semi-simple, and an\- maximal one in the 
set of all compact semi-simpic subalgebras of I, is conjugate to /i’ with 
respect to the adjoint group of I,. The algebra K’ ma!. well he called ~~r.rka/ 
compact semi-simple. 
LetI, bc a non-compact semi-simple Lie algebra, and A a maximal compact 
subalgebra of I,. \Ve can fi11d a subspacc P of L such that 
I, = K ,- I’, K A P = {Oi, [i;, P] C !‘. ((‘artan decomposition) 
Restricting ad k(k t /i) OJI I’. vt’ hs\e ii representation of A, called lineor 
isotropy representation. If, in particular, 1, is simple, then the linear isotrop! 
representation is faithful and irreducible, and accordingly the center of R is 
at most one-dimensional. 
kmIA I. Let I, be a non-compact simple Lie algebra, und Id h- be a 
maximal compact subalgebra of I,. [f dim 1,; h- p, then dim I, ;p(p ~- I). 
Proof. I1y the theoq of symmetric spaces, we can construct a connected 
Riemannian manifold P of dimension p such that L acts effectively on P as a 
Lie algebra of infinitesimal isometries. On the other hand, the dimension of 
a Lie algebra of infinitesimal isometries of a connected Riemannian manifold 
of dimension p does not exceed !p(p + I). (S ec e.g. Kobayshi and Nomizu 
[71) QED. 
sZ(2, R) is the only non-compact simple Lie algebra of rank one. dim 
~42, [w) =m 3 and anv other non-compact simple Lie algebra is of dimension 
at least six. O(2) is-a maximal compact sub-algebra of sZ(2, FX) and in this 
case dim L!K 2, but in all other cases ‘r?.c have dim Lib’ 3 1~~. Lemma I. 
PROPOSITION I. Let L be a non-compuct simple Lie algebra of rank clt least 
two. Let K,, be a maximal compact semi-simple subalgebra of I.. Then ATO f (01, 
and there exists a unique mnximal subalgebra K in the set of all compact sub- 
3 On this section, please cf. Helgason [5j and Ixvasawa [6]. 
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algebras of L containing A-,, . The algebra K is a maximal compact subalgebrn of 
L, and A-’ : hy,, . 
Proof. Let K be a maximal compact subalgebra of L. Then the derived 
algebra K’ is a maximal compact semi-simple subalgebra of L. Let A’ be the 
normalizer of XI’ in L. Since K’ is semi-simple, we can find an ideal 1 of :V 
such that :\: : K’ @ 1. Suppose that JV Y: K. Then we can find k, -,- p,, 
(p, f 0) in I with k, E K’ and p,, t P. For k’ E K’ [k’, ii,,] t K and [k’, p,] E 1’. 
Hence [K’, k, -; p,,] - 0 implies that [k’, k,] =m 0 and [k’,p,] = 0. Set 
0 == {y E P; [K’, q] == 01. If K = K’, then by the irreducibility of the linear 
isotropy representation, we have 0 -~~ {O}. Sext when K is not semisimple, 
K = K’ 2 7’ and [K’, T] = (0) implies [7’, Q] C Q. Again by the irredu- 
cibility, nc have Q = (0: or Q :- I-‘. If Q m:: P, then I-’ is an irreducible 
module of an abelian T, and so dim P :< 2, which contradicts the fact that 
dim P ,. 3. Thus we have proved that the normalizer of K’ coincides with K, 
which readily implies the proposition. y.r:.u. 
COROLMRY. Let L be a semi-simple Lie atpebra. If no simple ,factor of L is 
isomorphic with sl(2, R), then Proposition 1 holds for L. 
4. EXISTENCE OF s~(2, [w) IN A NON-COMPACT SEMI-SIMPLE LIE ALGEBRA 
Let us explain some of the results in Sugiura [9], which are useful for us, 
briefly. Let L be a non-compact semi-simple Lie algebra, and let L = K + P 
be a cartan decomposition. Let Jil be a maximal abelian subalgebra in P. IVe 
shall fix the triple (K, P, M). Let H b e a C’artan subalgebra of L. \Ve set 
Ii” -= (II E II; all eigenvalues of ad h are pure imaginary}, H- = {h E H; all 
eigenvalues of ad h are real) and we have that H = I-l-1 @J H-. The sub- 
algebra H is said to be standard if H ‘~ C K and HP C 32. \Ve can find a 
standard Cartan subalgebra I1 such that ZP : -~ M. For an arbitrary Cartan 
subalgebra H of L, we can find an inner automorphism 0 such that oF1 is 
standard. Two standard Cartan subalgebras are conjugate with respect to the 
adjoint group of L if, and only if, their if- parts are conjugate with respect to 
the Weyl group acting on -11. 
A semi-simple Lie algebra is said to be normal if there exists a suitable 
Cartan subalgebra such that all roots are real with respect to the Cartan 
subalgebra. A semi-simple Lie algebra L is said to be of the first category if 
the automorphism 0 defined by 
o ~~ 1 on K, o--lonP 
is an inner automorphism. Otherwise L is said to be of the second category 
(See Gantmacher [4]). 
I:! (:(I’!‘() 
Pmqf. Suppose there exists 311 isomorphism p from F(zl(2)) onto Y’(I,). 
Decompose 242) into ideals: ~(2) m(2) <y-‘ 7’ and put ~(S42)) s and 
F( 7’) i ._ ‘I’hen the pair S, I satisfies the conditions in Proposition 3. On 
the other hand, I, cannot he almost :rbclian 1)~ Lemma 3. Hence 1 ’ is an 
ideal of 15. 
Since deg 42) 2, \vc have dim S 2, and so n e can find a hasis 
et , e2 of S such that [e, , e2] ~~ 0 or e2 I,et u be a basis of I -. ‘Tha WC h-c 
[e: , II] au, and [e, , u] ,/3u. \\ Tc note here that 7’ is the onlv one-dimen- 
sicnal element in Iv(u(2)) without one-dimaxional complement, and so i 11x 
the same propert!- in Y(L), and in particular 7: is the only one-dimensional 
idwl of I,. \\%en [eI , e2] 0, since 1, is not ah&an, n and /3 arc not both 
equal to zero, but R(/&, xe.J is in the center of I,, lvhich is a contradiction. 
4 Birkhoff [2]. 
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\Vhen [e, , e,] = e2 , we get 13 = 0 by Jacobi’s identity, and Re, becomes :i 
one-dimensional ideal. Q.E.D. 
IX~IA 5. Let L be a salvable Lie algebra. Then Z(sZ(2, R)) is not iso- 
morphic wiih 9(L). 
P~ooj. Let us suppose that there exists an isomorphism p from 97~42, R)) 
onto Y(1,). Since deg s/(2, R) 3, WC have dim L 3. By Lemma 3 L 
cannot be abelian. On the other hand, since any one-dimensional subalgebra 
of 542, R) has a one-dimensional complement (see Kolman [S]), L cannot 
contain a one-dimensional ideal. Hence \ve have dim I,’ ~~ 2. \\‘e note that I,’ 
is abelian. 
Let -Y Rs and J. RJ he distinct one-dimensional subalgebras of I,. 
Suppose that Ay is not in I,‘. Then we can find a real number a: such that 
z y a.l^ EZ,‘. If z, [,v, z] \\ere linearly dependent, then Ilk would be a 
one-dimensional ideal. Hence 2, [s, z] must form a basis of L’, and we have 
-1- v I7 I,. That is, a one-dimensional subalgebra of I, is contained in L’ 
if, and only if, there exists a one-dimensional subalgebra E’ such that 
deg(.\- u 1) = 2. 
On the other hand 
forms a basis of 42, R), and the pairs 
are all bases of two-dimensional subalgebras of 42, R). QED. 
PROPOSITIOX 4. Let L be a Lie algebra. 
1) Ij Y(42, R)) e Y(L), then sZ(2, E%) z L. 
2) IfY(u(2)) ez Y(L), thm u(2) z L, and moreozw any lattice isomorphism 
maps w(2) and the ce?lter qf u(2) into the derived algebra and the center of L 
respectkely. 
Proof. Any one-dimensional subalgebra of 42, R) has a one-dimensional 
complement, but T in u(2) 42) @ T does not. Hence, -5742, R)) and 
Y(u(2)) are not isomorphic to each other. 
Let L be a Lie algebra of degree three. Suppose that L is not solvable. Let 
S be a maximal semi-simple subalgebra of L. If 5’ is non-compact, then 
S 3 42, R) by Proposition 2. Since deg ~42, R) = 3 we have L ~~ $2, R). 
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If S is compact and if rank S ; 2, then S contains u(2) as a proper sub- 
algebra. This is impossible since deg u(2) 3. Hence rank S I, i.e. 
s ~$2). Then the dimension of the radical must be one. Hence I, r=~ ~(2). 
H!, Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 this proves 1) and the first part of 2). 
Since 2’ in u(2) =:= sz1(2) z~ T is the only one-dimensional clement without 
one-dimensional complement, and su(2) is the unique complement of 7’ in 
F(z~(2)). the last part of 2) is obvious. C&S. I>. 
6. LATTICES OF SOLVABLE LIE ALGEBRAS 
hOPOsITION 5. Let L be a solvuble Lie algebra and let df be a Lie algebra. 
I/i Y(L) g Y’(AZ), then either IIT is solvable or AI g w(2). 
Proof. Let us suppose that AI is not solvable, and let S be a maximal 
semi-simple subalgebra of .1/. If S is non-compact, then I, contains a sub- 
algebra isomorphic with s/(2, R) bv Proposition 2. If S is compact and of 
rank at least two, then S contains a7subalgebra isomorphic with u(2). In both 
cases it contradicts Proposition 4. Hence S n 511(2), and it suffices to prove 
that the radical of AZ is {Oi.. Suppose it is not the case. ‘Then there exists a 
non-trivial abelian ideal R of L. Since [S, R] C R we can find a subspacc I of 
R, in which {ad s; s E S) acts irreducibly. As an irreducible module of su(2), 
we have that dim I =~ I or dim I -: 3. If dim I :_ 1, then S I s +j, 
which contradicts Proposition 4. Hence dim 1 ,I 3. and MC burr 
deg( S :- I) :s 5. 
Now changing the notations if necessar!-, we can assume that .1$ ~~ S ~.~ 1, 
and p is an isomorphisrn from F(.lZ) onto Y(L), where 1, is a solvable Lie 
algebra of dimension at least five. Since L is solvable \ve can find ideals I’ and 
Q of L such that 
L3P3Q, 1 , dim 0 < 2, I dim P/Q < 2. 
Since S is a maximal subalgebra of ;1J, p(S) is maximal in L, and 
dim p(S) == deg S -= 2. Then because dim(p(S) f Q) :z 4, WC have that 
p(S) 2 Q + I,. Hence v(S) + Q = v(S), that is Q C y(S). Scst since 
q(S) n P 3 0, we have 
dim(q(S) + P) = dim v(S) + dim P - dim(v(S) n P) 
< dim v(S) + dim P/Q < 4, 
n-hence q(S) -j- P m- v(S), that is P C p(S). On the other hand, 
dim P 1-5 2 = dim p(S). Therefore v(S) := P is an ideal. Then n-e can find 
a subalgebra of dimension three, which contains y(S), a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
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Proof of 3). p’(Y) abelian would imply that Yis abelian. y.r:.u. 
Let I, be a compact semi-simple Lie algebra, and let II be a Cartan sub- 
algebra of 1,. We can decompose I, into a direct sum of subspaces: 
L = H +E, $... +E,, 
where dim Bi = 2 and [H, E,] = I{; for i := 1, 2,..., k. For each i \ve can 
find a linear form 01~ defined on II such that (ad !z)~ + (q(h))’ = 0 on I:‘, for 
h in 11. The space Ei will be called an eigenspace with respect to the Vartan 
subalgebra H. If a two-dimensional subspace I;: of L satisfies [IZ, E] E, 
then I? coincides with some Ej For each i \\e can find an element /I, in If 
such that Rh, $ E; 7 I,, is a subalgebra isomorphic with ~(2). The set 
(k, ,..., /77;] spans the Cartan subalgebra N. Sow the following Lemma is 
obvious. 
LEMMA 8. Let L be a compact semi-simple Lie a&ebra. Tfzen ther-e exists a 
fii7ite system L, ,..., L,; of subalgebras all isomorphic zaith 42) surf7 tfrat 
I‘, u ... UL, == L. 
I,lmZIA 9. Let L be a compact non-obelian Lie a[.ebm of rarlk greater than 
one, and let ill be a Lie algebra. Suppose tlwe exists an isomorphism y from Y(L) 
onto 3?(,ll). Then Mis compact, and moreover ifL ~z L’ 0 Ts, then PI 1 :I/‘, 
awd q3( 7‘“) is thr center of h2. 
hoof. Let S be a maximal semi-simple subalgebra of dl. Then 1,~ 
Proposition 5, 5’ + (01, and by Proposition 2 and Proposition 4, S is compact. 
Let R be the radical of M. If dim R _ 1, then AZ is compact. Suppose 
that dim R _ 2. Let IZ be a Cartan subalgebra of S. Then N .~ R is a 
solvable subalgebra of dimension 3. Hence 11 + R is cithcr abelian or 
almost abelian, by Lemma 3. If i/ -f K is almost abelian, then the fact 
(H +- R)’ C R implies that R :- (H ;- R)‘, dim H :: 1, and ad h(h i- II) acts 
as a scalar multiple of the identity endomorphism on R. On the other hand, 
as a part of a representation of the semi-simple Lie algebra S, the trace of 
ad II restricted on R must be 0, which is a contradiction. Hence II -1 I< is 
abclian, and it follows that [S, R] 0. Thus we have proved that AI is 
compact. 
Ry Lemma 8 we can find L, , L, ,..., L,<suchthatL’=L,uL,v...uL,. 
and L, z su(2), i m-m I, 2 ,..., li. Since q(L,) z ~(2) by Proposition 6, WC hate 
~(1,‘) v(L1) U p(L2) U ... U g3(LJ,.) C :I[‘. Since 12 is also compact, non- 
abelian, and of rank greater than one, we have q~ m’(W) C I,’ in a similar nay. 
Therefore ~J(L’) coincides with M’. The relation [L, T”] 0 implies 
[Al, v(T”)] : 0 by Proposition 6. QED. 
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bc the direct sum decomposition \\ith respect to N. Let F bc an isomorphism 
from .-iy(Z,) onto ZZ’(AI). Then p(H) is a Cartan subalgebra of M. Take h, and 
I,, as in the proof of Lemma 8, and choose h, in p;(II) such that C&W,) =:: Rh, 
for i I, 2,..., k. Then since hi E p(L,) 2 su(2), MY can find a tao-dimen- 
sional subspacc I?; of v(Lj) such that [/;, , I<;] 2, and g?(L,) = Rh, -. Z?, . 
Let H, be the set of all elements /z in Ii satisfying [A, S,] 7:. {Oi. Then Zi, is a 
hyperplane of H, and [H, , Ei] 7: (0; implies [?(N,), I!?,] :- (0). Thus wc 
have: y-(H) u p(L,) ~-: rp(H,) c,, p(L,) and Ei is an eigtnspace of M with 
respect to the Cartan subalgebra I. Since I?, generates q(L,), if E, g, , 
then w have p;(I,,) = p(L,!), from which follows Li ~~ I,( , i.e. i j. Hence 
the eigenspaces I?, , E, ,..., E,: arc all distinct. Therefore ~c have 
dim M 3 dim pl(Zi) + dim RI 4 ... -; dim E, ~~~ dim I,. 
\\‘c can establish the opposite inequalit!- by using CP ’ in piacc of C,Z, so that 
dim I, dim :lI. QED. 
i’w0J By Proposition 6 and lmii~ii;~ IO, Z! (I,) - P(;lI) implies 
dim I, dim 111 and rankI, rank .lZ. Reviewing ‘i‘ahle i \‘i c’ dec that it can 
happe:? only in the following cases 
B,, and C’,, (II 3), 
B, , c’, and E, 
On t11c other hand, by Borel-de Sicbcnthai [3], we knoll that the only non- 
semi-simple maximal subalgebra of maximal rank in U,, , C,, or 1:‘, is 
II / T, A,-, @ 7’ or D, C:! T respectively, up to isomorphisms. From tie, _ 
‘I’able I \\e see dim B,,-, 1 dim A,,-, and dim B, > dim L), 31 dim A, . 
(2.IS.D. 
THEOKHM 1. Let L be a compact non-abelian Lie algebra of rank greater 
than one. Let M be a Lie algebra, and let us suppose there exists an isomorphism 
l$T fi’om Z(L) onto qA!q. 
Then L 24 .I(, and more precisely, 
I) !fL, ~~ L, x, L, 5, .‘. T L, ;‘ %, wlrereL, ,..., L, are simple ideals n7rd % 
is the cetiter of I,, then 
.w = qq,,) ‘;‘ F(L,) 0 ... :$ f/q,,,) @ qz(%) 
L, &.g p(z,,)~fov i -~=~ I, 2 )...) k and % ” q(Z), 
2j if .I‘ is an abelian subalgebra of L, then p(S) . ib an abeliau subalgebra of :1 I. 
Proof. If L’ -y su(2), it reduces to Proposition 6. IHence we ma!- assume 
that rank L’ J 2. ‘Then by Lemma 9 it suffices to consider the case lvhcn L 
and ,22 are both compact semi-simple. By Proposition 6 if [X, 1-1 [Ot for 
subalgebras 9 and 1’ of L, then wc have [cp(.Y), q(Y)] == (0). Now the 
theorem follows from Lemma I I. CJ.I:.u. 
8. LATTICE ISOJIORPHISMS AND RADICALS 
DEFINITION. A Lie algebra L is said to have the property (P) if L contains 
a subalgebra isomorphic with 42) which is not contained in any compact 
subalgebra of rank greater than one. 
I,EMMA 12. Let L be a Lie algebra, let S be a maximal semi-simple sub- 
ulgebra, and let R be the radical of I,. Then L has the property (P) f, and only 
if, 
(i) S 2 su(2), sl(2, G), OY sl(3, W), and 
(ii) [S, R] = R. (dim R --:: 0 OY dim R ‘Z 3) 
Proof. If L has the property (P), then so does S. Reviewing Table I and 
Table II we see that ,4, = su(2), C-4, : 42, C) and d1(3) =- 43, FX) are 
the only simple Lie algebras with 42) as a maximal compact subalgebra. S 
is clearly simple. 
If the radical R contains a non-trivial subspace R, with [S, f?,] -=~ {Ol,, 
then for any 42) in L we can find a subalgebra containing the 42) which is 
isomorphic with 42) @ II’ -.: u(2), and we have a contradiction. Hence 
[S, R] = R. On the other hand, a faithful representation of 42) is of dimen- 
sion at least three. QED. 
IJEMRlA 13. 1) --&y maximal solvable subalgabra of sl(2, C) has diwzension 
.four. 2) -4ny maximal solvable suba!eebra of sZ(3, iw) is of dimension at least four. 
Proof. 1) By a theorem of Lie, a solvable subalgebra of 42, C) is con- 
jugate to a suitable subalgebra of 
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2) J,et I. be a maximal solvable subalgcbra of s/(3, R). ‘Then IT is reducible, 
and is conjugate to a subalgebra of 
or of 
On the other hand, the radical of PI , or P2 , has dimension three. c2.E.u. 
LETLI~I.~ 14. Let L be a Lie akebra. 
I) Jf Y(L) ” _!qs1(2, a=)), the?2 I, - 42, C). 
2) 1f P(L) s Y(sZ(3, R)), theiz I, E 43, R). 
I’w~f. Let us first discuss the. t\vo cxcs at the same time. If the radical of 
Z, is of dimension greater than one, then \VC have a contradiction by Lemma 7. 
Hence I, S(@jT), where S is semi-simple. Clearly S is not isomorphic 
with w(2), and since I, cannot contain a subalgebra isomorphic with u(2), S 
has no compact simple factor. Hence a simple factor of S is isomorphic \+ith 
s/(2, W), s/(2, C) or x1(3, R). i\. c note that deg $2, R) 3, deg $42, C) 5 
and deg S/(3, W) = 7. 
I) Considering the degrees, there is no other choice. 
2) Since sY(3, R) is normal, we can find a system of subalgebras, all 
isomorphic with ~42, R), which generates 43, R). By Proposition 4, l), 1, is 
semi-simple. By comparing deg s/(3, R) and deg L, there is no other choice. 
IkOI~OSITION 7. Let L be a Lie alzebra with the propert)’ (P), but not 
isomorphic witlz m(2). Let R be the radical of L. Let .!I be n Lie n[yebm atml let 
p) denote an isomovphism from P’(L) onto 4”(M). Then q(R) is the radical of iZP. 
I’roof. If L ~5; sl(2, C) or E s1(3, R), tl len our assertion is clear b\ 
Lemma 14. Let 5’ be a maximal semi-simple subalgcbra of I,. If ,Y 2 ~42, 6) 
or s/(3, R), we have p(S) h S by Lemma 14, and an 42) in v(S) cannot be 
contained in any bigger compact subalgebra. Hcncc 111 also has the propcrt! 
(P). Since M cannot be semi-simple, the dimension of its radical is greater 
than t\\o. Next if S c_ s2/(2), then a maximal semi-simple subalgcbra of A1 is 
clearly isomorphic \vith su(2), and the radical of 112 is of dimension at least 
three. 
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In all cases, both the radical of L and the radical of M are of dimension at 
least three, and we can apply Lemma 7. Q.E.D. 
'I(HE:~REM 2. Let L and M be Lie algebras, not isomorphic with 42). Let 9) 
be in isomovphism from -Y(L) onto S?(:U’). Let R be the radicul of L. Then v(R) 
is the mdical of 121. 
Proqf. If either L or :?I has the property (P), then this is the case in 
Proposition 7. 
So let us assume that neither of them has the property (P). Let A\- bc a 
solvable subalgebra of L. Ry Proposition 5, p(X) - is solvable or y(X) ~2 42). 
On the other hand, since M does not have the property (P), if q(S) E 42) 
then .?- E su(2), by Theorem 1, which is a contradiction. Hence p(A) is 
solvable. That is, solvable subalgebras of L and solvable subalgebras of :I1 
correspond to each other under the isomorphism q~. Now the theorem is a 
direct consequence of Lemma 6. Q.E.D. 
Remark. In order to avoid the exceptions, say in Theorem 2, caused by 
the fact that 9?(su(2)) is isomorphic with the lattice of a two dimensional Lie 
algebra, we can introduce the concept of continuous lattice isomorphisms. Let 
L and .\I be Lie algebras, and let v be an isomorphism from la(L) onto 
Y(:lZ). I,et us denote the projective space composed of all one-dimensional 
subspaces of L by Proj(L). Then 9 induces a one-to-one mapping + from 
Proj(L) onto Proj(M). We can define the continuity of y by means of the 
continuity of +, for example. If .9(L) . . 1s continuously- isomorphic with Y(:lZ) 
in the above sense, then we have dimL -= dim M, which makes the discus- 
sions much simpler. 
9. LATTICES OF SIMPLE LIE &ALGEBRAS 
Let L and M be simple Lie algebras such that Z(L) z Z(M). 
If one is isomorphic with ~242) then so is the other, and if one is compact 
of rank greater than one, then L z M by Theorem 1. Also if one is isomorphic 
with sZ(2, R), 42, C) or 43, R), then L E Al by- previous results. Hence, 
in order to prove the following proposition, we may assume that both L and 
212 are non-compact and their maximal compact subalgebras are of rank 
greater than one. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let L and M he simple Lie akebras. If S?(L) ~g 9(M), 
then 1, > AG5. 
Let K be a maximal compact subalgebra of L. Let 9) bc an isomorphism 
from 9(L) onto Z(M). Using Theorem 1 we have v(K) g K, and that 
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v(K’) is a maximal compact semi-simple subalgebra of 111. By Proposition 1, 
q(K) is a maximal compact subalgebra of AZ. 
Uy IV asawa [6] QY know that there exists a solvable subalgebra I I of I, such 
that 
I, K i I,~. Ii n I- ~~ (01. 
\\:e note that dim I7 ;: 3. Since y(K) n p’( I ‘) {Ol, WC have 
dim Af ;,- dim v(K) or dim y,(V) ~~~ dim K b dim I’ dim L, 
and similarly M’C have dim L , dim AZ. Thu s, in order to demonstrate 
Proposition 8, it suffices to prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 9. If two simple Lie algebras have the same dimension and 
isomorphic maximal compact subalgebras, the71 they are isomorphic to each other. 
I’roof. LiTe shall classify non-compact simple Lie algebras by their 
maximal compact subalgebras. In the following, “dimension” means dimL/K. 
1” O(n) ?z 2 2, is a maximal compact subalgebra of O(n, CC), 11 > 3; 
N(B), 11 s’ 2; Bn1(n, I), n = 2, 4, 5,...; and also EVIII 1 O(16) and 
FlI r) O(9). Their dimensions are 
+ ~ I) tn + 2)(n - l),n 
2 ’ 2 
12‘3 16 , 9 
respectively. Since .J1(2) ~~ BDI(2, l), all the above numbers are distinct 
(for a fixed n). 
2” sp(n), n 3, is a maximal compact subalgebra of sp(n, C) and All(n), 
and also EI 1 sp(4). The dimensions are 
n(2n + l), (n -~ 1)(2n -1 I), and 42, 
which are all distinct. 
30 u(n), 72 ,_ 2, is a maximal compact subalgebra of su(?z, 1); 0*(2n), n -I: 3; 
.sp(n, R) and the dimensions are 2n, n(n ~ l), n(n + 1). Since su(3, 1) = O*(6), 
all these are distinct. 
40 O(n) 0 7’, n G: 4, is a maximal compact subalgebra of O(n, 2) and also 
HII r) O(10) a 7’. Dimensions are 211, 32, and 2.10 f 32. 
50 O(p) 0 O(q), p :a q 2: 3, is a maximal compact subalgebra of O(p, q) 
and also 
sp(l, 1)30(3) @O(3), E173 O(12) @O(3), G30(3) cDO(3). 
The dimensions are pg, 4, 64, 8 and are all distinct. 
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60 F4 is a maximal compact subalgebra of CF, of dimension 52, and EZV 
of dimension 26. 
70 sr~(8) is a maximal compact subalgebra of EV of dimension 70, and CA, 
of dimension 63. 
80 sp(3) 0 42) is a maximal compact subalgebra of FI of dimension 28, 
and sp(3, 1) of dimension 12. 
YO In all other cases, there is the unique class of simple Lie algebras 
corresponding to the maximal compact subalgebra: 
.yPC,(P, 9) ’ SP(P) @ .TP(S) p>qg?3, 
su(p, q) 1 su(p) 0 su(g) @ T p > q :s : 2, 
EZZ 3 m(6) 0 m(2), EVZZ 3 w(6) @ su(2), CA,, 3 z4,, , n 7t 7; CE, 3 E,; 
CE, 3 E,; CE, 3 E,; CF, 3 F4 and CG, 3 G, . 
10. LATTICES .OF SEMI-SIMPLE LIE AIXEBRAS 
'I~EOREM 3. Let L he a semi-simple Lie algebra, not isomorphic with su(2), 
and let 
L = L, 0 L, @ .a* c> Z,,, 
he the decomposition of I, into simple factors. Let M he a Lie algebra, and let 
g, he an isomorphism from Y(L) onto 9(:1/r). Then zce huce 
M = y(Z,,) 0 v(L,) (3 e.0 /i‘l rp(L,) 
Li g q7(Z+) i = 1, 2,..., /z 
Proqf. M is semi-simple by Theorem 2. 
If L is compact, it rcduccs to Theorem 1. So we may assume that 1: is non- 
compact. By changing the ordering, if it is necessary, let us suppose that 
I,, ,..., L,, are non-compact and L,~,, ,..., L,. are compact. Set 
and L,L ! 1 0 ... @ L,G =- S, . Suppose S, + (01, and let us take a one- 
dimensional subalgebra S of S, Then X ct; S, is a compact non-abelian 
subalgcbra of rank greater than one. Hence WC have [v(S), q(S,)] ~.- (0) by 
Theorem 1. Thus we have [v~(Sr), p(S,)] 7: {0}, and so M = p(S,) 9 &S,). 
Therefore we can confine ourselves to the case when all Li’s are non-compact. 
Suppose L is decomposed into the direct sum of two nontrivial ideals Z, 
and Za : L = Zr @Z, . Let X, and X, be one-dimensional subalgebras of Zi 
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and I, respectively. ‘I’hcn T(~\‘J u q(S,) is either solvable or s su(2). On the 
other hand, since M does not have the property (I’) by Lemma 14, the 
relation CJI(S,) u y(AImz) 2; ~(2) implies -VI u ‘Y, -I-, ;F'j -Y, E m(2), which 
is a contradiction. Hence pi(,Y1) u C&S,) is a t\vo-dimensional subalgebra. 
Applying Proposition 3 to I u F(-\-J, we know that v(A’.J is an ideal of 
~(1,) u ~(~1~~). Hence, [I, v(Z,)] C I, and in a similar wav \ve have 
[v(I,), ~(1,)] C q(I,). ‘Therefore, \\e have [p(I,), pj(I,)] =.{Oi, and 
121 ~(1,) C$ ~(1,). So WC can proceed by induction and apply Proposition 9. 
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